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PROBLEM: The, development of concepts-and algorithms for simulating for training,
the performance Characteristics of both 'Phermal Imagery Systems ('rIs) and. Low Light
Level Television Systems (LLLTV) is critical to current and future simulator acquisition programs. The development of this technology will rely on Computer Image Generation,(CIG) with emphasis upon data base characteristics and algorithms incorporated as part of system processing. The development and validation of this technology
must be iccompliShed under static as well as dynamic conditions typical of that irnposed ttpon a real-time full mission weapon system simulator.
APPROACH: The approach employed, by AFHRL consisted of the de lopment of a
system with an optimum combination of flexibility with rapidity of simulation^update to
.permit a wide variety of techniques to be investigated under:both static and dynamic
conditions:; The system was designed to permit control over key simulation parameters and enable flexibility,with respect to both data base and algorithm development.
The capability of the. A FHRL Simulation and Training Advanced Research System.
(STARS) was incorporated to the ma4imum extent and was further augmented through
the use of'Digital Equipment`Corporation (DEC) minicomputers together with special
purpose hardware to provide the speed with minimal compromise of flexibility. The
special purpose hardware performed otherwise time-cornsurning functions of edge
smoothing;, transfer function generation and sensor noise. However, the hardware
was designed to permit control over degree of smoothing, type'of transfer function,
and percent noisy through software. .A core memory was provided with sufficient size
to-hold.a full frame of video information.
Ampex video disk and tape unit were protrided so that individual frames could be accumulated on the disk and transferred to
tape to permit dynamic sequences to be recorded for subsequent playback in real time.
A data base was provided which included about 2500 square miles in the vicinity of.
Las Vegas. Both culture and terrain data as stored in ,Defense Mapping Agency (DMA)
source data were included in the data base. In addition to this, ten special target areas,
which included, runway, power plant, and power lines were provided to supplement DMA
source data
,

,

RESULTS: The -system was tested by generating bothStatic and dynamic sequences
over many portions of the data base. Dynamic sequences of three-minute duration
were generated with no perceptible scenc,discontinuities during the transition from
disk to tape. -Update rates: for individual frames covered from 10' to ;30 seconds per
ref upon-number of edge's contained in the scene and degree of smoothing
frame, depinding
employed.. Scenes:Were successfully generated employing many combinatns of edge
smoothing, transfer function and noise.

\

.......,

I

I

CONCLUSIONS; The system as developed under this effort has demonstrated usabili
as a research tool for conceptual and algorithm development applicable to TIS and

I'V simulation for training. The flexibility afforded through use of softWare
u ation and variety of both terrain sand` culture which can be stored, processed and
displayed should provide a.very versatile and cost-effective tool for research purposes.
s anticipated that system capability will enable its use to support development activities in the area of texture 'synthesis for improving current technology as well as
new concept developments employing non-linear techniques.
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Advanced Systems Division, was the contract monitor for the Air Farce Flliman Re-

sources Laboratory. The .effort was started in June 1976 and completed in
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INTRODUCTION

The .development of airborne infrared and low light level television systems his progreesed to. the extent that these systems ase currently in use in the 13-52 weapon sys.tem; Furthermore, these sensor systems are likely to be used in future weapon

systems.'
_

There is at prcfsent no efficient and cost-effective capability for training crews who
must tiederstand and operate these sensor systems. Such training must be based upon
edge of the capability inherent in present technology for satisfying this requirenel any subsequent developri4nt which may be required.
AS a result, the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory (AVIIRL) conducted explor-,
atpry pregrarris'Whieh gained insight into the performance charatteristJcs of these
sensor systems and established potential suitability of computer image generation technolOgy for satisfying; the performance criteria imposed upon the hardware-simulation
system. These programs included cultural features only and were limited to static
situations from the standpointdf the simulation and the output seenaribs, General
Eleetric supported this exploratory effort- under Contracts F;3 :3615-74,5161
and F33615-75-C-5243.
AS a next step, AEHR,L, initiated an advanced development program to expand sneulation capability to permit generation of a dynamic simulation. The goal was the development of a system in which simulated flight maneuvers could be conducted over a
limited gaming area containing natural terrain and cultural features while recording
the output scenarios during this simulation. Time betWeen updates was to be minimized so that recordings could he made in nonreal time with playback in real time.
this manner data base information and algorithms could be eveluated under dynamic

simulation conditions reptiesentative of eal-time systems.
study program was initiated to determine on a competitive basis the best design for
ystem consistent with cost, maintainability, flexibility, and 1W,asibility, Thy study
pro-grams were to result'in a complete definition of all general-purlose said
hardwace required together with requirements for software programs to
effect the simulation.. The study was to definitize the hardware and associated inter
face required between hardware components and for integration into the existing
AFHRL facilities.
The study prograM was completed and the General Electric Company was select°. d to
oral the follow-on effort. This follow-en effort )rovers the fabeication and'implemcntationofthesystemdefin abyGeneral Electric under Contract P33615-75 -C-52H7,
Foley of the SimThis previous work was\..also under the-direction of Mr. William
ulation Techniques 'Branch of the Air Force- liurnae Resources Laboratory at WrightPatterson Air' Force Base.

The effort performed under Contract 3615-70-11-0059 and des, ibed in this repo
encompassed the design, fabrication, and implementation of the sensor sim'ulatien
system selected by A F1-1111, from the part one study phase. The system implenientatibn included the installation; cheekodt, and Integration of the Outlet-RI Electric designer
system into the Simulation and Training Advance Research Systhrn (sTAtia) dimulation
facility pt
,

The tasks performed included the purchase of general purpose computational and video
recording equipment, fabrication of spedial purpose hardware, arid the.adapttion/
development of software to- provide the bnsor simulation programs that are compatible
with the hardware configuration. The otal system is capable of operating in a dynamic
mode, i.e. the time intervals between suceeaSive seenarioe are sufficiently short so ,
that playback of successively recorded scenes can be 'accomplished at real-time -rates.
The simulation includes a data base which permits simnlated flight pr9files in any desired direction over the gaming area. The total .efforrincluded data thine prephration
fro nt Defense Mapping Agency (I)1mA) source data and a simulation program to extract
data, establish priorities, perform data transformation, insert ti* effect of atmon
phere, acrd transfer characteristics of sensor system and prepare video for recording
and display. The equipment involved is interlaced so that data may be transferred between general purpose and special purpose hardware and video recording and distilay
hardware, The total system is configured to enable maximal use of 'general purp
computational equipment consistent with system flexibility'am,1 rapid simulation up
The basic approach used in this program was developed during the Airborne Ejectro15-75-C 5287)
optical Sensor Simulation (AEosiS) design definition phase (Contract
and docuMented in the final report for that program phase. While nicidifications to the
tally canted approach were made, by, incorporating; optional capabilitio's to better
pa ct ove all program objectives, the basic approach is still directly patterned after
the hairdware organization employed by (lencral Electric in the design of real-time
compute Image Generation (c Ito systems. This is an important feature of the :system,
in that it -mires that all algorithms and techniques employed eau be implemented in

practicalireal-time systems. This important feature was also retained in the earlier
all software simulation model developed under Contract F33615-74-5161 by General
Electric.'

'thus, tlic primary thrust of this effort was to reduce the per seem processing time!
exhibited by the. earlier all software. model to the minimum level consistent with retaining the major flexibility characteristics of the software model . The method stn -"'
ployed involved a threefold approach.: SpeCial ha rdware logic modules were designed
to perfo m those computational tunctions that are most tim('-consumin g on general
purposeicomputers and where flexibility could be retained with a -intrdware implementation% The computational capacity of the STARS Sigma 5 was augmented by adding
two pl)f) 11/.15 computers to the facility and allocating general purpow computational
functions among the three machines. At the same time-, many algorithms were modihievo more efficient execution on the respective
fied and/or reprogrammed
machines.

$.0

TECHNICAL DEKA PTION

2.1

IMPLtMENTAT/011 OVERVIEW

In addressing the implementation of this Denser simul
-program, it is convenient'
to consider the program' in two major parts. One par
the simulation model itself;
i.e., the col4bination of hardware and software which, given any, environment tlefini-,
Hon (datcf.t.rfee) and assigned precessling parameters, will produce a videotaped sequence a idly airhulating the desired tensor system display for the specified flight
path, atmospheric and illuminatiOn effects, system parameters, etc, t.The second
part of the total effort es the environment definition or data haw proviiisd with the
system, including the development of the software for automatic tranafoaration of
DMA data to a terrain model suitable for processing by the sensor simulation system.

2.2

SENSOR SIMULATION DATA BASE

This simulatlo program included the development Arad deli.very of a coMplOte gaming
area data bane derived from Defense Mapping Agency Aerospace Center (DMAAC)
source data and augmented with special targets of interest. In addition to the data
'base delivered with the system, special softlivare clata base .transformation routines
were developed for execution on the Sigma 5 computer, These routines accept DMAAC

source data tapes and create additional data bases for the sensor simulation system.
ir

2 2 1 D EL IVI:R E D DATA kiASEThe gaming area selected for the Initial data base
is a one degree latitude by one-degree longitude area which incltkies the city of Las
Vegas Nevada and the surrounding countryside Kinn rily to the North, Kant,- and West
of Las Vegas.
rho terrain model is ;'real world'' 111(1(4 consisting of c ontinuously varying terrain
over the eniire gaining area. This terrain model was derived entirely from level I
a

DMAAC digital'HOUrCe data for the area. In addition, all level 1 and level 2 DMAAC
cultural (plantraetrie),features :are inZ!lud in The data intHe itS defined itiqhe
source data,,
I

Additional cul

added to the

I

aource

tailed features for mooting test arch/evaluation objectives

1

a to provido
the progr

r

fo.aturon do not appear lu the I/MA !,'.-totiree data, or do not atwear with su'fficient detail, /

to permit level of detail and relate d
eliaracteriatieWevaluatIona. Detailed fear
tureS added Include: (1) an airport complexi
storage area:
Marge
torycomplex; () a power plant; (5) as birming :arch; (ti) a port city; nd: (7) more
de nod': power polea, bridges , etc,
`Thies than bafic

doors and windo_

under software

leturett

tot

I

play of different levels of detail down t

tor cultural objects, The data Tsetse can also ht modi flod/tipdated
,

2.2.2 TRANSFORMANION SOFTWARE ROUTINES General Flee He aldo developed
and delivered a data base transformation program that is capable of converting gridded
DMAAC int6 a format suitable for prooemeing by the
source data as furnished by
sensor simulation equipinent, This software program was implement& ott the STARS
gime 5 iomputer and can process any region of terrain within the continental U.S. of
one - degree latitude by One-degree longitude In extent. This program accepts level 1
source data prepared by DMAAC on magnetic!, tape and creates a terrain model in
accordance with operator specified accuracy criteria based upon tihe roughness of the
terrain.

,

2.3

SENSOR SIMULATION SYSTEM

The AEOSS systemas developed by the General Electric Company.is depicted in
Figure 1. All scene generation begins within, yhe STARS Sigma 5 computer, passes
to the (wo PI)P 11/45 computers, then to the special purpose hardware modules.
Once the special hardware proceseingis accomplished,' a complete scene le loaded
into-the Neale memory and then recorded on the video disk. When the video disk
is fully loaded with (300 frames of video data, the video disk sequence is transferred
to a video tape unit where longer sequences are assembled. Playback in real time
from both the video disk and video tape is possible on a CRT which Wale° part of the
AEOSS system. As each scene Is generated, it is also displayed on tbt,CRT to allow
of)erator 'viewing of each frame as the sequence is prepared.
P

SENS() -I. SIMULATION-SYSTEM EQUIPMENTEquipment elements of this
'deaig-n configurk talon fall into three major categories; MIMI, STARS facility equipment, General E ec trice clemigned equipment and, vender equipment purchased by

2.3.1

ated into the system. Major equipment milts ate shown in
;enema Electric' a
Tht;-"relation
oaf
this (quipment to the STARS Sigma 5 is described in the
Figure 2.
following

2.3.1. I

grai5118.

sTipd`rnent7The Air Force Ilurr an Resources Laboratory

STARS facility equipment available for this program consisted of a Xerox Data Sys,
tem sigma 5 central processing Unit (C PU), core memory, and numerous peripherals
controlled Via a Multiplexing Input/output Processor (MIOP). The CPU.and MIOP
cacti communicate with pemory on a private bus connected to both rnernbry banjo
through memory ports. 'The fastest port, usually referred to as Port C, on each bank
connected to the UNE. This port is preselected by a memory bank when no memory
very' is in rogress, thus creating it shorter selection interval than can be achieved
hy other ports. A second port, Port'll, services peripheral devices by means of the
MI()l'. Port. Is lets a higher priority than POirt C and will therefor&be serviced first
is a situation where Notts. memory ports a receiving requests for_ service.
.

Tlw M l( )P provide' 8 Wei mien control of data transfers between memory andperiphoral devices' h y activath g one ur more device... controllers attached to its signal bus.
"I'l. haste Mita) ec,rrtalr s c eight . ubehan Fels each of which accommodates one device
4

PIX

Fiore 1. AEOS" System Block Diagram
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controller. The MIOP can control andosequence the 1. operations of any number of
its associated controllers simultaneously, allowing the CPU to concentrate on program
execution, Any events which require CPU intervention are brought to the attention of
the CPU by means of the interrupt system. The maximum combined data transfer
rate:.of all device controllers operating simultaneously through one IMIOP is approximately 400,000.bytos per second.

In order to interface the PDP 11/45 computers described in pa ragraph 2.3.1.2 to the
STARS facility. This
existing STARS Sigma '5, additional equipment was added
additional equipment consisted of a second MIOP, three memory port expansion kits,
and two device subcontrollers. The additional NIRIP was required duo to the heavy
loading of the al're'ady existing 111101). A FURL ;4180 expanded the Sigma 5 core mornory; thus, the need for three meniorN,, port expansion kits. Two device subcontrollors
were added so that the Sigma 5 could communicate directly with both of the PDP 11/.15
computers.

I-. computers were .procured by G lrsTwo 1)1)1'
to supplement the computational capability of the Sigma 5 and reduce the
ora] Flee
per Scene processing time. Each computer of Figure 1 consists of a central processor
unit, a floating point processor, a Di.Cwriter console, a programmer console, and ;a
4-level automatic priority inter Isit. Computer A also has i-II( of core memory, a
2.5 million byte disk cartridge clrive and controller, a second disk, drive with a non
removable, dual density disk, a dual floppy disk, and a 9-track magnetic taw transmintier Ii has 81: of core and a:single floppy disk. The COD
port and control unit.
li interlace units configured as shown
plOte :CODfil2;111';11i011 :d su includes seven (7)
iii Figure 1.
2%3.1.2

This m n

_

t

11/-15 Ct. /11)

fait(' r systeeni is configured to allow I roc( cor)inaurlical,ion between PDP

computers. with the Sigm 5 computer, and to all special purpose hard are mo(
A Sigma 5 independent operating mode is also lici lsii-)le wherein edge controls words
are recorded on magnetic tapts! b),' (he Sigma 5 The Sigma 5 edge control word tape,

containing many frames of data, can then he transferred to the PPP magnetic tape
unit and scenes can he generated without direct interfacing with the Sigma 5,

uilmentThe siiecial purpose logic
taigic and
and recording equipment and its points cat interface to the PDP 11/15 computers are
depicted in Figure .1. The computational functions implemented in special purpose
logic consist of the orderer 'unction, the video'assernhler function, two video com
and a sensor transfer function.
biner functions, an edge smoothing tune(
The orderer logic orders the element numbers corresponding to (ho protects rl lata
.base edge intersections with each raster line into ascetujing numerical order. Up to
10 rdt.!Vcd for each raster line,
5 12 Hti(.11 bite l'HOCtiODN
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The video assembler logic receives the ordered edge intersections from the orderer
logic, resolves priority conflicts, and 6titputs only the edge intersections which are
visible within the scene. Prior to this point edge intersections observed by nearer
objects must also be processed. Note that two-dimensional, three-dimensional, and
fog edge's are separately processed to this point.
The video combiner logic combines first the two-dimensional and fog edges, then adds
the three dimensional edges, to end up with.a single tone for each picture element.
Thus at this point a complete CIG type picture (without edge smoothing) has been

created.
the syStem operator has selected edge smoothing, the raster lines and element numbers referred to in the preceding paragraphs are actually "sublines" and "subelements."
That is, Tore raster lines and raster elements will have been computed than will ultimately be displayed. The edge smoothing logic accepts the data for the subelements
on each subline (element number, tone, and delta tone) and generates smoothed
data, free of staircasing effects for those raster lines to be ultimately displayed. Up
to 16 sublines and subelements of smoothing can be spebified by the operator.
The final stage of special logic is the sensor transfer function logic which applies a
weighted matrix transfer function and sensor noise to simulate the transfer characteristics of the particular sensor being simulated. The final tone assigned to each element is thus computed based upon a weighted average of the tone of-the element itself
and the tones of up to 24 of its adjacent neighbors. Both the number of neighboring
elements to be considered and the weight assigned to each element tone is specified
by the operator. The operator can also specify the amount of sensor noise to be,added
to the video.

At this point, one raster line of video is complete and it is then loaded into the scene
memory. The scene memory is a random-access semiconductor memory built by
National Semiconductor. This memory is configured to store one complete frame
(scene) of 8-bit, digital video data consisting of up to 480 raster lines of 640 elements
per raster line. Thus, each picture element can be one of 256 grey shade levels.
Once a complete frame of video data has been written onto the scene memory, that
scene is recorded on the video disk recorder and also displayed on the CRT. The
video disk recorder thus accumulates consecutive frames of video data for subsequent
playback in real time. The video disk used in this system is an Ampex Model MD-400
Which utilizes a dual surface disk. Up to 600 tracks of data can be recorded where
each track-coincides with one frame of data. Playback at the standard TV rate of 30
frames/sec allows for up to a 20-second r-al-tIme sequence to be recorded before repeating. Each successive frame of data s precisely positioned with respect to the
preceding frame such that a continuous sequence is perceived upon playback. The
Ampex MD-400 can also display any single frame of data as a static scene from any
scene recorded on the disk.
9

When dynamic sequences longer,thart 20 seconds are desired, such sequences are
accumulated from consecutive 20-second sequences on a video tape recorder. The
video tape recorder is an Ampex Model VPR-1. The VPR-1 is a' precision ddvice
that allows near perfect matching of consecutive 'sequences to create lenger sequences.
Thus, any number' (up to one hour of real-time video) of 20-second sequences can be
transferred to the VP,R -1 and precisely positioned With respect to the end of the last
20-minute sequence.

The entire recording sequence from scene memory through the video tape recorder is
under the automatic .6-ontrol of a special Rontrollitr which receives' all its mode com-`
minds from the master PDP 11/4S computer. That is, no operatot control is.required
beyond an Waal selection of the number of franies of data to be recorded.

2.3.2

SENSOR SIMULATION SYSTEM OPERATIONPreceding paragraphs describe
the sensor simulation equipment configuration along with' a brief outline of the role of
each equipment unit. The-followthg parag-raphs describe the detailed assignment of
computational functions to ,the Sigma 5, the two PDP 11/45's and the special logic
modules, including typical data flow for generating a single frame of video data.

2.3.2.1

Allocation of FunctionsA detailed description of the various computational
functions which are performed is contained in the system and software report prepared
by General Electric under this contract. The various computational functions' are
grouped into genera :categories based upon the organization, of real-time, visual computer image generation systems designed by general Electric, plus an additional Category'related to airborne electro-optical .sensor simulation. These functional categories are labeled Frame I, II, III, Suld IV for simplicity. Frame I functions, are
those functions which must be performed once per frame time, and account for the
scene -to- scene sensor, motion and various coordinate system rotation calculations.
Frame II functions are those calculations which are required to transform the numerical description of the data base to a set of edge control words which define the projection of the data base onto an imaginary view window. Frame III includes all remaining functions which must be perforrried to establish the color or gray shade of each
picture element in the scene. Primary Frame III functions are video assembly, Video
combining, data ordering, and edge smoothing. The Frame IV functions are those
unique to sensor simulation systems, and consist of the sensor transfer furl( .,n,
system noise, and related sensor system characteristics. With this categotihation of
functions in mind, the assignment of computational functions to the computational units
can now be described.
a, fully flexible
To achieve the fastest possible per scene update rate consistent
design and reasonable cost, Lhe pipeline processing technique .(used most effectively
in real-time simulation systems) was applied to the sensor simulation system design.
With the pipeline processing technique, the complete set of computations required to
develop 'a scene are assigned to separate, sequential processing wilts. Each scene is
p rtially processed by the first computational unit, then the partially processed scene
10

data is passed on to the next computational unit. While the *and computational unit
performs further processing on the first scene, the first computational unit begins
processing the next scene. Any number of sequential processing units can be used,
subject only to the number of simple divisions which can be made for the total scene
computational task. For this sensor simulation system, two stags-Ofpipeline processing were chosen with the first stage being the Sigma 5, and the two minicomputers
and special purpose logic comprising the second stage of processing. It should be
noted that the time to generate a single scene (and the first scene in a sequence of
scenes) is the total additive time of.each processing stage. Once the pipeline is filled
(in this case it tales two consecutive scenes) however, a new dornplete scene is ready
for display in the processing time of the slowest processing stage. The average scene
update rate for a large number of sequential scenes therefore approaches the time
used by the slowest stage of pipeline processing.
In this system, all Frame I and Frame II functions are assigned to the Sigma 5 come puter: 'the existing Sigma programs were modified to provide more efficient'execution by setting up larger core buffers, utilizing double buffering techniques to reduce
disk accesses, and taking better adVantage of scene statistics to niininiize riuining
he Frame III and Frame IV funnction `were divided between the special purpose
time .
logic and the two PDP 11/45 Computers. The oillerer, video assembler/combiner,
and edge smoothing are Frame III Unctions assigned to hardware and the sensor noise
and sensor transfer functions are Frame 11/ functions, also assigned to hardware.
This hardviare augmenting of the PDP 11/45's was essential in order to achieve reasonable scene update rates because of the, time-consuming nature of these functions.
It should be noted, however, that, the flexibility of the simulation is maintained since
these functions, must be performed by any sensor simulation approach and the hardware is designed to be software progranimable in terms of degree of smoothing, sensor transfer function, and amount of sensor noise.
It should also be noted that the two PDP 11/45' are configured to operate in parallel,
performing exactly the same functions for Jiff rent raster lines. One PDP operates
on even raster lines while the, second PDP operates on the odd raster lineB. Thus,,
both par Ilel and pipeline processing techniques are utilized in this desiol.

uence-Data flow through the system originates in the Sigma
computer. Processing begins with the reading and interpretation of the operator inputs which, define the parameters controlling the scene to be generated. The Frame I
functions are then performed by three separate' software routines., The first routine
generates the Scene Data Base file-using the Extended Data Base file and the control
parameters input by the operator. The Scene Data Base file contains information only
for that portion of the Extended Data Base file that is within the field of view as defined
by the operator input data. The Extended Data Base file contains all the information
defining the complete gaming area data base as described in paragraph 2.2.1. As the
'Scene Data Base file is created, a list of the range from the selected viewpoint to each
face,of each object in the scene data base is also created. For three-dimensional cultural objects, the object centroid range is assigned to all faces of each object.

2.3.2.2

Data Plow

The next routine determines the relative priority of all the three-dimensional cultural
Objects within the field of view. For priority purposes, a three-dimensional cultural
object is considered within the field of view if -aux portion of an encompassing sphere
is within the field of view. For this purpose both\an object centroid and object radius
are defined as part of the Extended Data Base file.

The final Frame I routine generates a combined faCe priority list for all terrain and
object. faces within the field of view. This is accomplished by modifying the face range
list generated earlier, such that the assigned range value for each three-dimensional
cultural object (and all its faces) varies inversely with its relative priority. That is,
the range values are forced to increase as relative priority decreases. In addition,
the range value for each terrain face is forced tb be grea er than the range to any thr edimensional eural objects that is superimposed on that terrain face. In this m
a range list is created, for all faces within the field of view, which varies inversely
with the priority of the face in the event of priority conflicts.. Finally fllis'range list
is ordered by increasing range to produce a unique priority number, based upon the
position in the ordered list, for each face in the scene. This priority list is retained
in memory for use by the Frame 11 routines in constructing Edge Control Words.
It should be noted that the creation of the combined face priority list required the de.velopment of a new algorithm for, this program. The previous all, software programs
operated on an object priority basis rather than a face priority b*sis. For an object.
priority scheme to work, convex objects are required. Construction of convex objects
to define terrain from DMAAC source data is not practical with automatic software
e was required.
-- techniques; thus, a new prior

Once the priority list for all faces is complete, the Sigma 5 begins to execute the
Frame II routines. These Frame II routines are the sates routines implemented in
the all software model, except that the routines were modified to operate on a face
priority basis rather than an object priority basis. The output format of the. Edge Conti-41 Words generated by the Frame 11 routines was also changed to be compatible with
the 16-bit PDP 11/45 computers.
The input to the Frame 11 routines is the Scene Data Base and face priority list described earlier. In general, the Scene Data Base and priority list will remain the
same for several consecutive frames, when the viewpoint moves very little between
frames. Thus, previsions are made to allow the operator to specify the number of
consecutive frames of Edge Control Words to be generated by Frame II before the
Frame I calculations are updated. At the same time, parameters such as viewpoint,
boresight, time of day, or any other control inputs can be specified to ch ge' at any
particular frame or at every frame.
The Frame LI routines generate an Edge Control Word for each edge of each face in
the scene data base. These Edge Control Words consist of the projections of the data
bage edges to the image plane. Each edge is defined by the raster line and element
12

number pairs at which its end: point projections pierce the view plane, the slope of the
edge -projection, and various other data including face tones, priority, etc.

All data files used and createdzby the Sigma 5 Frame I and Frame II routines are
tained on theSigma 5 disk. The Frame 11 Edge Control Word output file can be
written on magnetic tape for later baput to the PDP 11/45's or sent directly to the
PDP's for Frame III prOcessing..

n-

The Frame III processing in the PDP computers is started by initializing the control
parameters (from operator inputs) for the PDP edge generator routines and providing
Edge Control Word data, either directly from the Sigma 5 or from magnetic- tap
When the PDP 11/45's receive data directly from the Sigma 5, the two PDP's work in
parallel to produce edge crossing data for each of their respective raster lines. The
master PDP produces data for evenrnumbered raster lines, while the slave computer
produceS data for tile odd-numbered raster lines. When Edge Control Word data is
ceivecrfrom magnetic tape, the master PDF, reads the data-into its memory and then
hares the data with the slave computer 'as they produce edge crossings for their re-spective raster lines.
The output of both computers is directed to the orderer function at the head of the
hardware processor pipeline. The orderer logic alternately selects data from the two

PDP's, thereby gathering data for all raster lines in the proper sequence. Thus, the
two PDP computers accomplish the edge selection process, determine active edges,
and compute edge data (element number, tone, and tone gradieht) for each raster line
in turn.
The orderer then arranges the edges in increasing eleitent number sequence, and the
video assembler resolves priority conflicts and outputs only actually visible edges.
It provides for each, the element or subelement number at which the edge begins to
control the tones on the raster line, the tone at that element, and the-tonal gradient
continuing along the line. in this manner the scene is tirocessed on a picture-elementby -picture-element basis and assembled on a raster-line-by-raster-line basis. If edge
smoothing is being applied, the assernbledraster lines (sublines) are passed to the
edge smoothing logic, then passed to the transfer function logic. The data from the
edge smoothing logic is the data for picture elements and raster lines to be displayed.
That is, the subelement and subline data have been used to generate smoothed data for
the output raster lines and the subelement and subline data are then discarded. The
Bata from the transfer function logic are output on a line-by-line basis, ready for
display.
From this point, the completed raster lines are written directly onto the scene
ory. The scene memory is configured to store a complete frain of data with S bits
of video per picture element. Complete frames are assembled on a raster-line by
raster-line basis in the scene memory, then the entire frame is transferred to the

video disk. When the video disk is fully loaded with 600 framed, of data, its Conn
are transferred to the video tape unit to create longer sequences.
As the Sigma. 5 completes its processing-of the first scene, it immediately begins, to
process the next scene such that at any given instanitt4,tirne, two Scenes are simUl-

trmeously-brocessed in the sensor simulation system. While the Sigma 5 works
One. scene, the PDP's are processing the scene previously processed by the Sigma 5
and providing edge crossing data to the special purpose hardware logic. Thus, the
two PDP,s operate in parallel with gm another, while the Sigma 5, the parallel PDPis,
and the special purpose logic form a pipeline processor chain each performing a portion of the required scene processing.

2.3.2.3 Software DesignThe all software routines implemented on the AFH

STARS facility under an earlier contract, served as the basis for'the current sensor
simulation system software. These existing routines were reorganized in order to
optimize execution time. By taking advantage of scene statistics, the average execution time for a scene was significantly improved. Since the algorithms were already
known to be mathematically correct, the majority of the software effort was diretted
toward achieving more efficient operation. Some new routines/algorithms were developed to provide a face priority scheme and also to provide fading across individual
faces of selected three-dimensional objects. Minor changes were also required in
existing routines to accommodate the face priority approach.
Sigma 5 software consists primarily of the previous Frame I and Frame II software
routines from the all software model. The Frame il routinet1/4have double buffering
for all I/O operations such that software execution can proceed in parallel with the
I/O operations once they have been initiated. Since a significant portion of the current
Frame I and Frame 11 time is consumed in I/O operations, significant speed-up of
execution time is achieved via this parallel organization.
4

All Sigma 5 software routines are written in the Fortran language, with the exception
of special input/output routines which are written in assembly language. The decision to use Fortran was made to enhance the use and modification of the software by
the users. Very little penalty in execution time resulted_due to the efficiency of the
Sigma Fortran compiler. In the case of I/O routines, however, the standard Fortran
routines are necessarily very general purpose in nature and thus not efficient in performing specific and limited I/O tasks.
The software routines irnple ented on the PDP computers_ consist of previously developed Frame- lll edge generatio routines. Of course, speciiil routines were required
to accommodate data exchanges between the Sigma and the PDP's, data output to the
special purpose hardware, alternate raster line processing by the two PDP's, and to
control the recording process.
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As was the case `with the Sigma software, all routines except special I/0 routines,
were written in the Fortran language. Double buffering of data files at both the input
and the output of the PDP processing was also employed in order to overlay 1/0 time
with processing time.

2.3.2.4

Hardware Design The video disk, video tape unit, and the PDP Coinputers
and peripherals are provided with their own enclosures by the equipment vendors.
Packaging of the CRT display, the scene memory and the special purpose hardware
logic was provided by General Electric. The CRT and scene memory are mounted
in one standard equipment rack and interfaced= to other equipment units via General
Electric,designeci cables and interface logic.

An additional equipment rack is required for the special purpose logic designed by
General Electric. Design techniques1and packaging are based upon the General
Electric designs for real-time visual and radar simulation programs.
Physical and functional arrangement of the. special purpose hardware within the equipment enclosures has been selected to meet the objectives of high reliability, easy
maintenance and maximum utilization of space. 'The -enclosures feature plug-in circuit
boards, hinged-card file assemblies, power supplies, power control devices and coolhig air blowers._

Circuits used within the special purpose processing equipment are packaged on plugin boards. The boards are approximately 5.5" x: 9.75" in size with a design capacity
of 40 integrated circuit devices and a 140 pin edge connector, Of which 12 are preassigned for ground and power, leaving 128 available for signals. Extraction devices
are provided on each board eliminating the need for special tools for insertion or
removal. The circuit
boards used are solderless wrapped boards of, a universal de-,
sign which lends itself to any circuit configuration by means of its capability of being
solderless wrapped, either by machine or manually.

The circuit boards are plugged into a card file assembly, commonly called a "swing
frame" because it is hinged on one side for access to the backplane wiring, and such
devices that may be mounted behind the swing frame. The swing frame is composed
of the circuit board guides which assure proper line up of the boards and their corresponding circuits; the backplane which contains all the circuit board connectors and
their interconnections; and banks of cooling fans located top and bottom, to provide'a
continuous air flow during operation to all the circuit boards.
The principal part of the swing frame is the backplane. It is a two sided copper-clad
epoxy glass laminate, which is precision machined to mount the board connectors and
interconnections devices with sufficient accuracy to permit automatic wrapping. One
side of the backplane serves as a power plane and the other as a ground plane. Power
and. ground 6ormections are carried to all circuit boards by means of direct connections between board connectors and the planes. Power and ground is in turn carried
15

to theswing frame by a dual set of fleXible heavy duty .cables which arc inserted/
bolted 3o the backplane. Signals are carried to and from the baekplithe with
wrappeel.te
zero-insertion force, lever actuated 96 pin connectors that are Soldericss wrapped
the 'circuit board connectors.
--.card slot;
A coordinate.system of row and column designators is used to identify
To
assist
such information is prominently displayed on the face of,. the swing fratite.
in properly inserting the circuit boards, decals are mounted on the faeu-Of the swing
frame that list the circuit board slot and board identifi ration code.. The board identi-.,
fication code is printed on the ejector and thus is readily visible on all boards wh-ether,
mounted or unmounted.

The enclosure used µ1l1 accommodate up to two swing frames. The arra -iunent is
such that full access to any circuit board is possible by opening the enclosure door.
Filtered cooling air is drawn in through intakes located in the lower nortion'of the enclosure and discharged through perforated panels in the top, thus maintaining' a positive pressure during equipment ope'Pation and minimizing dust accumulation within.
Standard 120 volt, 6(3 cycle power is the only facility power Utilized as logic power
supplies are contained in the equipment rack.

3.0

RESULTS AND dONCLVSIONS

The results of this progrtun can-best be measure in`te'rriis of how well the ohiectiyes
(10V lop
he program outset are met by they system delivered. The ojeetive.
spitcni
with
routOliver a fast; nonreal-time sensor simulation.iage generation
e dynamic playback capability to he usable by A Fill{ I, as a research tool. The sysltern was also to retain maximum flexibility to evaluate different algovithis, and provide the:capability to create and record dynamic sequences for pl iyhae in real time.
i is -,:m. unqualified success, Results
In terms of these general oh cctives the p
obtained during the test and evaluation phase have proven the flexibility of the system,
The programmability of the functions implemented in hardware allows great latitude
in evaluating different sensor characteristics and different edge smoothing implementations. The operator input parameters allow setup of aril' scene paranieters clesired
and permit unconstrained selection of viewpoints within the data base In ;kith Lion, the
capability Cs_ provided to bypass the hardware algorithms and replace hose functions
with any desired software algorithni, should oven greater algorithm IleNibililv be
desired.
syst ii
ability of
Dynamic se luences have I eon recorded which dem s
Huth
the
quality
of
the increate long dynamic sequences for playback in real tinier.
dividual frames of video and the quality of the overall sequences hav'e proven sat istao-toffy for meeting, the program obkctives,
il_
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3. 2

ltis

onin

tliat future srraailar llrogralars planned for .11(.,,

usage

requir-

11.sive computer resources be confg-ured as stand-alone systeths. l.he A1,11111,
Oility is reqiiired to supimrt a large number of simulation activities. When
SAI
the Sensor Simulation System is in operation, it requires such a large share of the
S'I'ARS resources that efficient operation of oth simulation 'programs is precluded.,
ing

require more computing eclat
systcm would ei
I-alone sensor , ul
nit nt at a higher cost, 0_ "cluirc more time on a per-scene basis. If the slower
availability of a standacct:ptahle, Oven the
per-secui. computation l title
alone sysieni, then a stand-alone system would actually he a lower cost system.
,Should the same j)er scene time goals he considered essential, .the higher cost of the
required p;onerl purpose computational equtipMent could still be partially offset. For
uple, the cost of integrating the STARS equipment and the sensor simulation
equipment would not he incurred. [his would save both manpower and equpment
costs. It also expected'that operating costs would be lower by elimination of at
litipast Sutler .}1 the reuuirnients lo premium time S FARS operation.
A

i

i

1_111S

mtational,itle.re d )nly when existing
In ?;heljdd he
r platIllUti will require ex
r;1
he nel,
hea%ilv utilii.ed or
_nda

juipmen
tisive Tesources :111(1 usagc of the xisting ecluiltittent.

de'veloktent peripherals be included
numended ffiat a lull
SVstertl IIICIUdt)(1 in LW:lire simulation programs.
h ally general pUrpotic

Is°

Should such systems hc configured as stand-alone systems, this is mandatory. Even
%vhen such :t system is integrated with an existing computational systerri which includes
development peripherals, however, any additional general pupose cornputing equipment should include development peripherals to support operation, diagnostics, and
11 p0ripherals will be largely
modifications to the system, l'he additional. co
recovered through more eftiient system operation.
a through
fhputationA system int tell ing large quantities cif data where
put is ;in important consideration, provisions must he made for large, high-speed
data kiwis, In such applications, data, access time due to insufficient
otten he a maw tactor in data thOughput, \\Into computational speed and dficiency
are the most important tactors,,,when sneall quzifititieS dt data and relretit ve calculations are involved, data access ;becomes equally important when large ctuantitics of
data are also ink (Jived. In such cases the use of small huflors, in an effort to mininii/e-the cost of the computer sy-stem, should be implemented only when cost is 010,4
:aria

iding consideration,
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